Students take part in community service for Month of Action

SUNY Oswego students are helping literacy efforts, fighting hunger, giving blood, raising awareness and more as part of Month of Action activities.

The student initiative “Raise Your Voice: A Month of Action” began on Feb. 15 with a goal to improve the community through civil service.

Students have participated in events including a softball game in the snow to raise funds for the Special Olympics, a political awareness day to have an open discussion about current issues and a movie day at a local nursing home.

“A Month of Action was started by Campus Compact and the purpose is to promote, celebrate and increase civic engagement amongst college students,” said Alyssa Amyotte, coordinator of the college’s Center for Service Learning and Community Service.

“Colleges across the country take part in various ways, with a wide range of events that theme around civic engagement.”

Bailey Feldman, a student co-coordinating the Adopt-a-Grandparent program, saw an opportunity to pitch in. “Alyssa Amyotte informed us about the Month of Action events at the beginning of the semester, and I thought it would be a good chance for us to continue our activities and hold an extra program,” Feldman said.

Oswego administrator named to head up SUNY professional science master’s initiative

The State University of New York has a two-year $455,000 grant from the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation to establish a number of new professional science master’s degree programs, and Oswego’s Dean of Graduate Studies and Research David King is coordinating the effort.

King is now director of the SUNY/Sloan Foundation Professional Science Master’s Program. In January, the program awarded $15,000 to each of six campuses and $10,000 each to three additional campuses to begin developing PSM degree programs. Another round of proposals will be considered in April.

Professional science master’s degrees fill a need for science-trained professionals to work in business and industry. The degree provides students with supplemental education in such areas as business, project management and communications.

“It’s a full master’s in science integrated with nine to 12 hours of business or communication courses,” King said. “It’s a professional degree, an applied degree.”

One of the $15,000 campus awards went to Oswego to develop new PSM degrees from existing master’s programs in chemistry and human-computer interaction. King said students pursuing graduate study in these two disciplines will be able to choose from two tracks, with the PSM option providing a professional track.

Bridging the gap

King has been party to SUNY Oswego’s discussions with senior management in Central New York business and industry in recent years aimed at developing academic programs relevant to workforce needs.

“Students have been feeling very well, but they still wanted to spend time with our students. Making a difference in the lives of the residents makes me feel awesome and very grateful that I have an opportunity to help out in my community.”

Amyotte saw the same response from students and said “Month of Action,” page 4
College trends

Campus safety
"Not only are college campuses safer than they used to be but they also have less crime than the country at large does, according to a report released . . . by the U.S. Department of Justice. The report, "Campus Law Enforcement 2004-5," updates one that the department’s Bureau of Justice Statistics published more than a decade ago, using data from the 1994-95 school year. Over the 10-year span, the new report says, violent crimes on college campuses decreased by 9 percent, to 62 per 100,000 students in 2004. Private campuses reported twice as many violent crimes per student as public institutions did. But nationally, the rate was far higher: 46 violent crimes per 100,000 residents. Property crimes on college campuses also declined—by 30 percent, to 1,625 per 100,000 students in 2004—according to the report. Private colleges also reported a higher rate of property crimes than their public counterparts did, but the levels at both fell short of the national rate, 3,517 per 100,000 residents, the report says. Its crime statistics come from the Education Department and the Federal Bureau of Investigation, as well as the Justice Department’s own survey data. That department polled 750 four-year institutions with enrollments of at least 2,500 students and 163 two-year institutions with enrollments of more than 10,000, yielding data from more than 80 percent of each group. Campus law enforcement agencies, the report says, are better prepared and equipped now than they were a decade ago, according to the report, which focuses more on those agencies than it does on crime data. Its findings reflect a continuing trend toward the professionalization of campus officers."


Spirituality on campus
"Spirituality in Higher Education," a project conducted by the Higher Education Research Institute at the University of California Los Angeles, finds that a higher percentage of juniors surveyed this year (50.4 percent) believed that ‘integrating spirituality into their lives was very important or essential, compared with 41.8 percent in a 2004 survey of freshman. Students also moved left politically during that period, with 34.3 percent of those agencies than it does on crime data. Its findings reflect a continuing trend toward the professionalization of campus officers."

— NEA Higher Education Advocate, National Education Association, February 2008

High school to college
“A report issued [Feb. 20] says states have made substantial progress in raising the graduation requirements of their high schools and aligning their high schools’ academic standards with college and career expectations. But the report, by the nonprofit group Achieve Inc., says relatively few states put in place key mechanisms for ensuring that high schools adequately prepare students for colleges, such as tests of college readiness.

.. The report found, among other things, that: 
+ Eighteen states and the District of Columbia now make the awarding of high-school diplomas contingent on students’ completing a college and career-readiness curriculum that includes four years of challenging mathematics . . . and four years of rigorous English courses . . . . As of three years ago, just two states had such requirements in place.
+ Nineteen states report that their high-school standards are aligned with the expectations of colleges and workplaces, and 26 are in the process of such an alignment.
+ Nine states administer college-readiness tests to all high-school students; 23 plan to administer such tests to all of their high schools . . . . The states that [the] report described as making the most progress in adopting the recommended policies [are] Louisiana, New York, and Texas.”


Finding Fans — SUNY Oswego’s recently launched fans site is currently the second-most popular official Facebook site among SUNY’s 64 campuses. Fans range from prospective students considering Oswego as a choice for their college to alumni such as Louis A. Borrelli Jr., founding sponsor of the college’s annual media summit.

Oswego building fan base through Facebook
Oswego is now collecting a community in cyber-space with the recent launch of its Facebook Fans page. The SUNY Oswego Fans page keeps well over 200 members — and growing, every day — current with an RSS feed of the most recent campus news, career events, and athletics articles, as well as pictures and announcements.

Just with a small amount of niche marketing so far, SUNY Oswego now has the second most popular official fans site in the SUNY system, said Tim Nekritz, associate director of public affairs.

Founded at Harvard University in 2004, and for a long time focused on the educational community, Facebook currently boasts more than 66 million users worldwide with an average of 250,000 new users creating free accounts daily. The site’s popularity owes much to its clean look, clever ways of connecting users’ interests, consistent content management system and constant generation of new applications and features.

One feature added in December were Fans pages for institutions to develop an official presence. Nekritz created Oswego’s page and works with a team of administrators that includes Web/NewMedia Coordinator Pat MacNeill, Web Support Specialist Richard Buck and Sports Information Director Joe Gladziszewski.

Fans flock in
After the team spent some initial time exploring Facebook capabilities, the Office of Public Affairs announced the Fans page in its Feb. 20 SUNY Oswego News e-newsletter — and the number of SUNY Oswego Fans ballooned from 44 to 186 in one week.

Unique content includes photos of the Feb. 20 lunar eclipse by Shashi Kanbur’s astronomy students, posted Feb. 21.

Many newer fans came through viral marketing: When someone signs up as a fan of SUNY Oswego, their Facebook friends can see it in a news feed of what their contacts are doing, and may choose to join as well, Nekritz explained.

The team doesn’t see Facebook replacing existing efforts, but instead serving as a complement — one more area where recently accepted students and current students, faculty and staff can go to make connections, find information, and keep pace with what’s happening at Oswego. Alumni from around the world — including Louis A. Borrelli Jr., founder of the college’s media summit — are now fans who use the page to stay connected with their alma mater.

"You can find more than 10,400 members in the greater SUNY Oswego Facebook network, with people joining every day, and millions more users on the whole of Facebook," Nekritz said. "In today’s fragmented media landscape, that Oswego network has more subscribers than many local newspapers. With all those potential fans, we are looking for information about the college, we think having an official presence with reliable information is worth the effort.”

A selling point
Administrators expect more fans as Oswego’s Office of Admissions makes admitted students aware of the page and other publicity efforts increase. The most popular fans page among SUNY’s colleges, at New Paltz, now serves as a conduit for prospective students, "and this can benefit Oswego as a less formal space where potential students are comfortable asking quick questions," Nekritz noted.

Sue Borden of the Financial Aid Office heard recently from a family whose daughter chose SUNY Oswego based on things she found on Facebook. "She said she was impressed with the academic activities at Oswego she saw on Facebook," Borden said. "We were aware that more students were checking Oswego out through Facebook, but this was a first.”

"Users can find the SUNY Oswego Fans page by going to Facebook and searching for ‘SUNY Oswego’ or directly by visiting www.facebook.com/pages/Oswego-NY/SUNY-Oswego/19148818048.

People in action
James N. Jerose has been named the first director of the SUNY Oswego Metro Center in downtown Syracuse. The center is now scheduled to be open in May. Jerose has served as senior vice president for marketing for PHP/Univera Healthcare, as senior director at RMSO and in senior staff and volunteer roles at the Syracuse Chamber of Commerce. He is a member of the Board of Regents of Le Moyne College among many other community involvements. Jerose is an alumnus of Onondaga Community College, SUNY Oswego and Syracuse University’s Newhouse School of Public Communications.

Paul Roedlin, director of experienced-based education, made several presentations at the Feb. 21 to 24 conference of the National Association of Undergraduate Mentoring Program in Higher Education in Baltimore. He presented two workshops: a pre-conference workshop on intergenerational service learning and a workshop titled “Second Generation Service-Learning in Gerontology: What Works?” He made presentations at two symposia: “Service-Learning: New Directions and Innovations in the Field” and “Intergenerational Experiences: Promoting a Nexus Between Gerontology and Geriatric Medical Education.” Roedlin is a member of the national academic program committee for the association and attended the annual meeting at the conference.
Professor’s study on teen relationships gets media love

A recently published study by Andrew Smiler of Oswego’s psychology department has drawn attention because it confounds decades of pop culture stereotypes of teenage boys.

Published in the February issue of the Journal of Adolescence, Smiler’s “I Wanted to Get to Know Her Better: Adolescent Boys’ Dating Motives, Masculinity Ideology and Sexual Behavior” found that the top reasons for boys wanting to date revolved around relational and emotional, not sexual, reasons.

The study of 105 racially and economically diverse 10th-grade boys did not surprise Smiler but appears to run counter to conventional belief about the motives of teenagers, he said.

When it came to reasons for dating, boys ranked “I like the person” first, “Really attracted to the person” second, “Wanted to get to know the person” third. “This really speaks against the stereotype we have of boys as sex-driven,” Smiler noted.

When rating reasons for having intercourse, “Wanted to know what it was like” and “I felt desire” tied for first, but barely in front of “Because I liked/loved the person” and “My partner wanted to.” (In both questions, participants could endorse more than one reason.) “There’s a lot of relational stuff going on there,” Smiler noted.

When it comes to reasons for having intercourse, “Wanted to know what it was like” and “I felt desire” tied for first, but barely in front of “Because I liked/loved the person” and “My partner wanted to.” (In both questions, participants could endorse more than one reason.) “There’s a lot of relational stuff going on there,” Smiler noted.

The response convinced Parker-Pope to write a follow-up story, which appeared on page 2 in the Sunday Times’ Week in Review section on Feb. 24.

Parker-Pope’s blog was noted and analyzed by other sources ranging from the Baltimore Sun’s Balti-More blog to Salon.com to the Feministe Web site. Smiler was quickly contacted for interviews by radio stations in Pittsburgh and Montreal.

While the idea of boys wanting to lose their virginity has become an American pop culture staple from Frankie and Annette on the beach.”

Some male commenters on the Times blog scoffed at the notion, which Smiler and other experts noted may be self-protection. For example, grown men may want to minimize memories of that teenage girl who broke their heart.

Other questions about drug use, depression and other behaviors matched national data found elsewhere. “If they match all the other data, why would they lie about this part?” Smiler asked.

The continuing stereotype of sex-crazed boys doesn’t benefit teens, Smiler said, as it may make them feel a need to assume a certain macho role.

It also impacts the development of girls, as they think all that boys want is sex,” he added. “If we don’t teach them about relationships when they’re teenagers, how do they learn these necessary skills?”

He said this was not the first study to report these kinds of findings, but they generally tend not to be picked up in the media, “and if it doesn’t get widely published, it doesn’t pervade our national consciousness or stereotypes,” Smiler said.

Smiler will discuss his findings during the College Hour program “Gender and Young Men’s Sex Lives” at 12:40 p.m. March 12 in Room 102, Langston Hall.

— Tim Nekritz

Arts briefs

Maus creator to speak March 11

Pulitzer Prize-winning author and comics pioneer Art Spiegelman will discuss “Comix 101” in a free talk at 8 p.m. Tuesday in Hewitt Union ballroom.

Best known as the author of Maus and Maus II, Spiegelman is considered one of the most influential authors in the graphic novel genre.

Tickets are free but reservations are required through Tyler box office at 312-2141 or tickets@oswego.edu.

Kitka brings East European sound

Kitka, an all-female vocal ensemble, will perform music with Eastern European roots at 7:30 p.m. Saturday, March 15, in Waterman Theatre.

The group’s distinctive sound has earned exposure through National Public Radio shows and soundtracks to movies, including “Braveheart” and “Jacob’s Ladder.”

For ticket information, call 312-2141 or e-mail tickets@oswego.edu.

‘Origin’ to preview next week

A free preview of the music and development of “The Origin,” Richard Einhorn’s oratorio-in-progress about the life of Charles Darwin, will take place at 7:30 p.m. Friday, March 14, in Waterman Theatre.

For a complete listing online, go to www.oswego.edu/arts/calendar and search for the word “history.” More information is also available by calling the student-run Women’s Center at 312-2967 or Lisa Langlois, director of women’s studies, at 312-3324 or langlois@oswego.edu.

Tylers opens rescheduled

The opening reception for exhibitions in Tylers Art Gallery — “Retrospective Reflections” and “A Visual Exploration of Memory” — have been rescheduled to 5 to 7 p.m. Friday in the gallery. The original opening reception was postponed due to inclement weather.

Both exhibitions will run through March 12.
Faculty, staff callers needed to connect with future students

Members of the campus community can reach out to Oswego faculty and staff by volunteering for a few hours of the annual Oswego Calling phonathon March 17 and 18. Volunteer callers speak with students who have been admitted to Oswego but have not yet enrolled, said Luke Nadzadi of the Admissions Office, who coordinates the annual project.

“We regularly hear that students and parents really appreciate having someone from Oswego take the time and are impressed that our callers volunteer to support the college,” he noted. “It’s a great way for faculty to reach out to students with an interest in their in discipline and help them with their college decision.”

The drive will run 5 to 9 p.m. both nights. Participants will receive dinner in Sheldon Hall at 5 p.m. before taking up calling duties from 6 to 9 p.m. in Room 322 of Sheldon Hall or, if they prefer, their own offices. Questions can be sent to lnadzadi@oswego.edu.

Student volunteers will call prospective students on March 10 and 11.

Space calendar provides tool for campus event scheduling

SUNY Oswego has a new Web-based tool to help members of the campus community schedule events. The space calendar showing room reservations and location availability is a joint project of the offices of Campus Life, Campus Technology Services and Registrar.

“This Web site will allow you to know which events are occurring in which locations. It should be very helpful to individuals and groups who are looking at planning an event and would like to know which spaces are tentatively available,” said Registrar Andrew Westfall.

The Web site address is events.oswego.edu. Users can search by location or date. The site also provides a link to a form to formally request space for an event or class-related activity. A “Help” link on the site provides additional information on how to use it.

At this stage, several campus locations are not yet included in the site. Among them are Waterman Theatre, Lab Theatre, Tyler Art Gallery, Laker’s Ziel Gymnasium and athletic fields.

Westfall cautioned that academic departments should not use the site when creating their initial list of course offerings for a semester.

For more information about the calendar, contact Westfall at westfall@oswego.edu.

WSJ honors alumnum as innovator

SUNY Oswego alumna and Massachusetts Institute of Technology Professor Joseph Coughlin was recently featured as one of “12 People Who Are Changing Your World,” a project of The Wall Street Journal.

The article published Feb. 16 outlined a dozen influential thinkers and business people working to improve the quality of post-retirement life for the one-third of the population—50 million Americans—expected to be between the ages of 65 and 74 by 2030. The project is part of the WSJ’s vision of a world “where innovation improves the quality of life.”

The WSJ recognized Coughlin for his work with AgeLab, a research facility that offers insights into the needs of aging baby boomers. As director of MIT’s AgeLab Engineering Systems Division, Coughlin was included for his work integrating technology into the senior lifestyle and advocating for its use.

Month of Action

Continued from page 1

“The Month of Action is very worthwhile because it highlights service and involvement opportunities for our students,” said Molly McGriff, the Student Association director of civic engagement. “Community involvement is an admirable quality for our students to possess.”

The goal of the program was to make a difference in the community, and Amyotte said she believes that should be a goal for everyone.

“If I feel like that’s what we are here to do,” she said, “I’ve received help throughout my life and have been very fortunate. I feel like it’s my responsibility to help out in any way I can. Being involved in community service, engaging in the political process, or just expanding one’s knowledge of the issues facing us today is invaluable.”

—Christopher Hill

Police report

Since Feb. 15, University Police have investigated several cases and made four arrests.

Police charged a 19-year-old Fulton resident with driving while intoxicated, driving with a blood alcohol content above .08 and speeding. Officers charged a 20-year-old Albany resident with third-degree assault. He is accused of initiating an alteration after a minor traffic tangle.

Police charged two Waterbury Hall residents — a 19-year-old and an 18-year-old — with unlawful possession of alcohol. They are accused of attempting to smuggle alcohol into a hockey game.

Calendar highlights

• Concert by Due East, today
• “Women Aloud,” today
• “The Vagina Monologues,” March 6 to 8
• Concert by Oswego State Jazz Ensemble, March 7
• “A Doll’s House,” March 7 to 9
• Rice Creek Ramble, March 8
• Faculty recital, March 9
• Art Spiegelman talk, March 11
• Human Rights Concert, March 12
• Hunger Banquet, March 12
• “The Origin” preview, March 14
• Concert by Kitka, March 15

For a more complete calendar, see SUNY Oswego Events online at www.oswego.edu/news/calendar. 
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Spotlight

This week’s Campus Update Spotlight shines on Pat Russo. The professor of curriculum and instruction and director of Oswego’s Center for Urban Education has taught here since 1993.

Q. What classes do you teach?
A. I teach foundations courses and courses about teaching for social justice. They are mostly undergraduate courses, with some graduates in them, and mostly for preteachers, people working toward certification.

Q. What is your educational background?
A. I earned my bachelor’s in childhood education, master’s in reading education and education administration degree from SUNY Oswego. I have my Ph.D. from Syracuse University in foundations of education.

Q. What is your favorite part of working at Oswego?
A. It’s hard to pick a favorite. I love teaching. If I’m sick, I can walk into a class and not feel sick for that hour or so I’m teaching. Working with students in the first semester of the program gives me the opportunity to get them aligned with what we have going. But I also really enjoy advising, working on numerous initiatives in our department, and the opportunity to regularly learn and grow through my own studies.

Q. Can you tell us about your work with the Center for Urban Education?
A. The center has two key purposes. The first is to broaden the horizons of the students who come to Oswego. Many of them are not from urban backgrounds, so when we place them in urban schools, they are gaining valuable experience.

The second purpose is to try to recruit more students from urban backgrounds. It’s a circular thing in that when our students are placed there, they serve as role models for ones who can’t afford to go other places, so they are down-to-earth, real, honest. I started here as a student in 1968, and I feel like I, and our current students, are all part of the heritage going back to 1861 when Edward Austin Sheldon started a college for teacher education.

Q. What achievement are you most proud of?
A. Being a successful professor, making it this far professionally in my life, feeling like I am making a contribution to this campus.

Q. Do you have any hobbies?
A. I have two teenage daughters — that keeps me very busy. Also, I love to read. I love to watch sports, especially women’s sports. I love Oswego women’s ice hockey.

Q. What can you tell us about your family?
A. I have two teenage daughters. Nikki, who is 18, will be attending the University of New Haven on a basketball scholarship. My 16-year-old daughter Des-sa is a junior in high school and just started her first job working part-time at Wendy’s. We live in Minetto with a dog and two kittens.
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